**SCHEDULE: AUGUST 2023**

- **In-person**
- **Virtual**
- **Multi-access (virtual & in-person)**

**FRIDAY, AUGUST 4**
- 6:00 PM Shabbat Worship Service

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 5**
- 9:00 AM Torah Study & Kaddish

**FRIDAY, AUGUST 11**
- 6:00 PM Shabbat on the Lawn

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 12**
- 9:00 AM Torah Study & Kaddish
- 9:30 AM Mini Shabbat Morning

**FRIDAY, AUGUST 18**
- 6:00 PM Shabbat Worship Service with Professional “House” Band

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 19**
- 9:00 AM Torah Study
- 10:30 AM Bat Mitzvah of Zimra Medwin

**FRIDAY, AUGUST 25**
- 6:00 PM Shabbat HaNefesh

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 26**
- 9:00 AM Torah Study
- 10:30 AM B’nei Mitzvah of Mollie Bloomfield and Max Tavani
- 5:30 PM Bar Mitzvah of Evan Kessler

**TORAH & HAFTARAH:**

**AUGUST 5:** Eikev  
Deuteronomy 7:12–11:25; Isaiah 49:14-51

**AUGUST 12:** R’eih  

**AUGUST 19:** Shof’tim  
Deuteronomy 16:18–21:9; Isaiah 51:12-52:12

**AUGUST 26:** Ki Teitzei  
Deuteronomy 21:10–25:19; Isaiah 54:1-10

---

**LEADERSHIP & STAFF**

**Clergy**
- Rabbi Peter S. Berg, *Lynne & Howard Halpern Senior Rabbinic Chair*
- Rabbi Loren Filson Lipidus
- Rabbi Lydia Medwin
- Cantor Tracey Scher
- Rabbi Steven H. Rau, RJE, *Director of Lifelong Learning*
- Rabbi Alvin M. Sugarman, Ph.D., Emeritus
- Cantor Deborah L. Hartman, Emerita

**Officers of the Board**
- Louis Lettes, President
- Jeff Belkin, Executive Vice President
- Amy Adelman, Vice President
- Steve Kushner, Vice President
- Francie Schwarz, Secretary
- Sara Loft, Treasurer

**Leadership**
- Jeremy Perlin, *Mark R. Jacobson Executive Director Chair*
- Sarah Shinsky, *Weinberg Early Learning Center Director*
- Kelli Harran, *Director of Engagement*
- Mark R. Jacobson, *Executive Director Emeritus*

**Staff**
- Melinda Brackin, Accounting Manager
- Sophie Brilliant, Coordinator of Teen & Family Experiences
- Antonio Burston, Maintenance Team
- Judy Cole, Pianist
- Amy Cox, Accounting Assistant
- Tena Drew, Membership Manager
- Lisa Ellinger, Executive Assistant to the Senior Rabbi
- Dan Fishman, Audiovisual Manager
- Lonnie Fitzgerald, Maintenance Team
- Elizabeth C. Foster, Assistant Director of Engagement and Communications
- Abby Friedman, *BEC Administrative Assistant*
- Rebecca Good, Assistant Director of Education
- Nalo Grant, Clergy Administrative Assistant
- Heather Mckerley, Accounting Assistant & Facilities Maintenance Coordinator
- Dianne Ratowsky, Administrative Assistant
- Robin Reineri, *WELC Office Manager*
- Justin Strom, *Head of Security*
- Jordan Wilensky, Music Specialist
- Rita Zadoff, Donation & Event Coordinator
New Beginnings—An Elul Reflection

After Moses destroyed the original Ten Commandments, in an angry response to the Israelites dancing around an idolatrous golden calf, he trekked back up the mountain to receive a second set. Moses stayed for 40 days and nights, with neither food nor water, during which time he atoned for the sins of his people. There are varied interpretations as to why Moses threw down the tablets in the first place. Surely, he was angry—as the Torah clearly states. But why throw down sacred words given by God? Couldn’t he have scorned the people? Was this violent act really necessary? Perhaps Moses, in all his humanity, couldn’t control his anger, so he reacted like a petulant child and smashed the object closest to him without thinking it through. This begs the question, when Moses went back up the mountain, was he atoning for the sins of the Israelites, or for his own transgressions?

Tradition teaches that, just as Moses and the Israelites atoned for their sins, we too, atone for our sins. According to Talmudic tradition, when Moses came down the mountain the second time, the original broken tablets were placed in the ark alongside the new tablets. Why not toss aside the broken tablets? Why keep something damaged next to something new? Isn’t it better to forget about past mistakes when we try to begin anew?

When we are reminded that brokenness exists, when we reflect on our mistakes, we have a better chance of growing and rebuilding our lives. Change is hard. Change is not about pushing a "CHANGE NOW" button and PRESTO—We are better! We are renewed! Change is about respecting and acknowledging our past as we move forward.

Taking spiritual stock is one of the most revered customs leading up and during the Days of Awe. It is the cornerstone of the month of Elul. However, it is an opportunity that most of us do not even think about until we walk into the sanctuary during the High Holy Days, and we recite the words of the prayerbook, which remind us over and over to take a good hard look at our lives. Elul begins in August. How do we begin the path to reflection when we are in summer mode? We are still at the beach, still basking in our relaxed state of being. Can’t we wait until Yom Kippur? Here is the problem—when we walk into the synagogue cold, without any kind of inner warm-up, how can we possibly relate to the words on the page, words that make demands of us, that we are hardly prepared to internalize?

The High Holy Days challenge us, through liturgy and teachings, that it is incumbent upon all of us to reexamine ourselves and make the changes necessary to begin anew—to look at ourselves and at the world around us with fresh eyes. Sounds easy, yes? Rabbi Eric Lanken shares a story to help us understand the complexity of change: A woman proudly hangs on her mantelpiece a needlework plaque that said, "Prayer Changes Things". A few days later, the plaque is missing from its place. The woman asks her husband if he has seen it. "I took it down, I didn’t like it," her husband replied. "But why?" the woman asked. "Don’t you believe that prayer changes things?" "Yes, I honestly do," her husband answered. "But it just so happens that I don’t like change, so I threw it away."

None of us like change. Some of us are, for the most part, happy with our lives and don’t see change as something that is necessary. Others, who are not happy with things in their lives, may not have the courage, strength or insight to make the changes necessary to better their situation. As we enter this month of reflection, may we find the resolve to begin the process of t’shuvah, of turning and looking at our lives with a renewed set of eyes. Like Moses and the Israelites, we carry the cracks and broken pieces with us as we search for wholeness. That, as poet Leonard Cohen writes, “is how the light gets in.”

With wishes for a year of wholeness,

Cantor Tracey Scher
B’NEI MITZVAH

AUGUST 19:
Zimra Medwin
Parents: Lydia & Dan Medwin

AUGUST 26:
Mollie Bloomfield
Parents: Melissa & Jason Bloomfield

AUGUST 26:
Max Tavani
Parents: Shawn & Andrew Tavani

AUGUST 26 (MINCHA):
Evan Kessler
Parents: Julie & Cory Kessler

MAY THEIR MEMORY BE FOR A BLESSING
Our Heartfelt Sympathy to the Families of:

Daniel Charles Carney (brother of Susan Carney, brother-in-law of Robert Wenger, Uncle of Daniel and Michael Wenger)
Sam Draluck (father of Marci Draluck)
Rita Harkavy Edlin (mother of Shiel Edlin, mother-in-law of Margo Edlin)
Paul Samuel Greene, Jr. BMCS (brother of George Greene, brother-in-law of Natalie Greene, uncle of Aaron, Hamilton and Phoenix Greene)
Joyce Leslie Gruber (mother of Stephanie Ross, mother-in-law of Peter Ross, grandmother of Alex, Julia, Kayla and Owen Ross)
Jules Michael Kerness (father of Karen Kerness, father-in-law of Rabbi Peter Berg, grandfather of Matan, Lior and Noah Berg)
Martin Kleinman (husband of Judy Landey, father of Olivia Kleinman)
Joseph Solomon Lerner, Jr. (husband of Juliana Lerner; father of Joel Lerner, Lauren Lerner, Mark (Sara) Lerner; and grandfather of Caroline Lerner)
Vivienne McCarter Lewis (sister of Reagan McCarter-Jennings)
Quinton Braddock Phillips (brother of Barry Phillips, sister-in-law of Jacquelyn Allen)
Alan Protzel (father of Pamela Protzel Berman, father-in-law of Daniel Berman, grandfather of Samuel Berman)
Maxine Reingold (mother of Beth Reingold)
Donald Reisman (uncle of Judy Landey, great-uncle of Olivia Kleinman)
Jason Todd Robinson (son of Georgia and Murray Robinson, brother of Samuelle Robinson Neal)
Linda Segal (friend of James and Judy Freeman)
Catherine Smith (mother of Reesa Azar, mother-in-law of Marc Azar, grandmother of Sophie Azar)
Gloria Subit (wife of Milton "Bud" Subit)
Walter Weinberg (wife of Jo Ann Weinberg, father of Jaime Weinberg, sister of Marianne Weinberg-Benson)
Esther Zells (wife of Stanley Ingber)

Meet Our Staff!
Get to know some of the friendly faces at The Temple.

Sophie Brilliant
Coordinator of Teen & Family Experiences
Sophie is originally from Miami, Florida and just spent her 12th summer at URJ Camp Coleman.

Likes:
• Sushi
• Travel
• Meeting New People

Dislikes:
• Hearts of Palm
• Bullying
• York Peppermint Candy

Fun Fact:
Sophie just moved back to the United States from Israel.
MAZAL TOV!

Have good news to share? Please email Lisa Ellinger at lellinger@the-temple.org.

Domenic and Catherine Kelly on the birth of their daughter, Mahalia Eve Kelly.

Grant and Abigail Archer on the birth of their son, and to brother Wyatt Archer and to sisters Eloise and Quinn Archer.

Dr. Jacob and Catherine Perlow on the birth of their daughter, Noah Perlow.

Brigette and Jason Sosnovsky on the birth of their son, Roger Abel Sosnovsky, and to brother Nell and sister Sofia Sosnovsky.

Abraham and Jennifer Levy on the birth of their son, Harrison James Levy, and to brother Alvin Levy.

Patty and Drew Shenkman on the birth of their daughter, Emma London Shenkman, and to brothers Brody and Ben Shenkman.

NEW & RETURNING MEMBERS

Jessica Arogeti & Michael Arkin
Becca Ashner & Adam Warner
Aviv Cho
Peggy Ellis-Keeney & David Keeney
Susan & Lance Friedland
Sarah Goggans & Derek Centola
Lilith Centola
Freida Gottsegen
Ethan Kahn
Maayan & Andy Levison • Audra Levison
Rachel & Michael Linz • Charlie Linz
Tatiana & Ben Nemo • Andrea Nemo
Taylor & Adam Poncz
Mason, Parker, & Walker Poncz
Alex Rasmussen
Sabina Vayner & Sidney Simms
Gabriel Simms
Andrew Velcoff
Victoria & Alan Weinfeld • Anderson Weinfeld
Esther & Larry Wynn

ADULT B’NEI MITZVAH

Left to Right: Rabbi Peter Berg, Cantor Deborah Hartman, Katie Johnston, Brettnie Bloom, Alex Henson, Peggy Ellis, Anne Broussard, Jenna Angst, Rabbi Lydia Medwin, Rabbi Steven Rau

We joyfully invite you to join us as Zimra becomes a Bat Mitzvah.

Saturday, August 19th, 2023 • 10:30 am
The Temple 1589 Peachtree St. NE Atlanta, GA 30309

Kiddush Luncheon to follow.
Please RSVP for the kiddish luncheon by Tuesday, August 8 at noon at www.the-temple.org/zimra
Camp Minimac Summer 2023 Adventures

We started the summer deep Under the Sea and celebrated with a foam party. Next we set up some tents, built our own lanterns and enjoyed an Outdoor Extravaganza! While staying outdoors we headed Down On the Farm to a petting zoo where we felt the different textures of piglets, goats, bunnies and even chickens! We celebrated the 4th of July with a bubble party. Our days have been filled with fun in the sun and splashing around on our splash pad.

The first day of school is right around the corner and we are busy getting ready for even more fun! See you soon!

For more information contact us by phone 404-872-8668, email welc@the-temple.org or visit us online at www.the-temple.org/welc.
AUGUST 2023 PROGRAMMING

13 Faculty, Madrichim, Tzadikim Orientations
Breman Education Center Meeting

20 Opening Day of BEC Sunday Program • 9:30am
Parent Meet & Greet • 9:30am
Gesher Training Part 1
New Parent Orientation • 10:30am
Opening Service • 11:30am
Opening Picnic • Noon
Project 67 Opening Event • Noon

27 BEC Sunday Program • 9:30am
Gesher Training Part 2
Project Justice Backpack Buddies • Noon
Project Connect Kick-off Planning Event • Noon

Breman Education Center Registration is Open!
New to The Temple? We would love to speak with you about our program. We strive to promote positive Jewish identity in a fun and interactive learning environment. Contact the BEC Team at 404-873-1734 to learn more about our exciting programming. We hope you will join us!

Returning Families:
Please contact Abby Friedman at 404-873-1734 or afriedman@the-temple.org if you have not received a registration packet in the mail. All forms are due by August 2 to avoid late fees. Can’t wait to see you on the first day, August 20!

Parent Meet & Greet
Sunday, August 20 at 9:30am
After helping your child/ren make their way to their classroom, join our Engagement Department for bagels and coffee in Schwartz-Goldstein Hall to:
• Connect with other parents.
• Learn about exciting upcoming programs.
• See how your family can get involved at The Temple.

Shabbat on the Lawn
Friday, August 11 at 6:00pm
Join us outside on the lawn to welcome Shabbat together! Dinner available for purchase. Chairs are provided but feel free to bring your own lawn chairs or picnic blanket.

Mini Shabbat with a Splash
Saturday, August 12
9:30am Shabbat Sing-a-long
10:00am Bagels, Coffee and Playtime
Join your clergy and special puppet friends for a final summer extravaganza! We’ll begin preparing for the High Holy Days by celebrating new things—new teachers, new friends, new clothes, new YOU! And we’ll have a blast with our friends on the playground and splash pad. We’ll meet in The Temple’s Motor Lobby and then continue the fun outdoors. Kids are welcome to attend in their bathing suits, because water play is the best way to beat the heat! Questions? Email Rabbi Lydia Medwin at lmedwin@the-temple.org.

Second Shot: A Documentary Film Screening and Discussion
Tuesday, August 29 • 6:30pm • The Temple
The Rothschild Social Justice Institute invites the Greater Atlanta Jewish Community to a screening of the short-form documentary Second Shot. The screening will be followed by a panel discussion on juvenile justice, forgiveness and restoration through a Jewish lens. Light refreshments provided.
Please visit www.the-temple.org/secondshot to RSVP by August 28.
Shabbat on the Lawn: Camp Edition
Summer camp came to Peachtree Street! We didn’t let the weather get us down. We joined together in song, enjoyed a yummy cookout, and even made it outside for s’mores. Thank you to Stacy Hyken and all the volunteers that made this evening possible.

Our Shared Journey Trip
Rabbi Loren Filson Lapidus took her second cohort of interfaith couples to Israel on an unforgettable 10-day journey in June.

Dianne Ratowsky’s Retirement Celebration
Dianne Ratowsky served as Executive Assistant to Temple senior rabbis for more than four decades. We honored her on Friday, June 2 in a special Shabbat service and celebratory supper. Everyone agreed that the highlight of the evening was Dianne’s opening one-liner: “To be honest with you, I didn’t even want this job!” It captured her signature sense of humor perfectly.

Left: Dianne Ratowsky visiting her life-like cut out. Right: Dianne Ratowsky with her family (Ellis Vener Photography).
Jewish Summer Camp
Hundreds of Temple kids spent their summer at Jewish Summer Camps like URJ Camp Coleman (left) and Camp Barney Medintz (right).

Montgomery Trip
Our Temple group had a powerful experience visiting the National Memorial for Peace and Justice, the only national memorial acknowledging the victims of racial terror lynching, and the Legacy Museum: From Enslavement to Mass Incarceration, a site where enslaved black people were warehoused and forced to labor in bondage.

Thank You to Our Interns
Julia Kushner (above left) is a rising sophomore at Penn State University and spent the summer as a Communications Intern with The Temple’s Engagement Department helping with graphic design, website development, archiving and much more.

Addie Nix (above right) is a rising second-year rabbinical student at HUC-JIR and spent the summer as the Rabbinic Intern here at The Temple. In addition to shadowing our clergy, Addie led worship services and Torah study for our Temple community.

Horizons School
The first summer of Horizons School at The Temple is in the books! We are so proud of our scholars who spent the summer working on their reading, math, and swimming. They also had a blast on their weekly field trips!

Sages & Kulanu Trip
Our Temple Sages and Kulanu groups enjoyed a behind-the-scenes tour with CEO Paige Alexander of the Carter Presidential Library & Museum as well as The Carter Center side, including the Presidential Conference Room and the offices of the former president and first lady.
Join us in song this year!

Rhythm and Ruach – New This Year!
Our first ever jamming-to-Jewish music group. If you’ve ever wanted to sit in the round in a relaxed atmosphere, with friends old and new, singing great music, this is for you! Complete with beverages, food and lots of schnoozing! Dates TBD.

Mitzvah Minstrels – New This Year!
A group of dedicated musicians whose aim it is to bring music to communities in need. Made up primarily of members of our adult choir, The Temple Singers, we will perform concerts in and around the Atlanta community. If you are not a member of the Temple Singers but would like to learn more, please contact Cantor Scher for more information.

Other Music Opportunities for people of all ages:
• The Temple Singers – our adult volunteer choir. Temple Singers meets every Tuesday evening from 7:00-8:30 with several performing opportunities throughout the year. If you love to sing, this group is for you. No experience necessary.
• Shir Chadash – our adult volunteer band. Shir Chadash plays once a month for Friday services with one rehearsal/month. If you play an instrument and would like to join this fun-filled musical experience, it is a great way to make new musical friends.
• Project Shir – our teen musical group geared for young adults. Meets on Sundays from 12:00-1:00 when BEC is in session. If your teen is interested in videography, singing, or playing an instrument in a band, this fabulous musical group is a great way to make new friends in a fun creative setting.
• Shir Harmony – our 3rd-5th grade choir. Meets on Sundays at 10:30. With lots of fun filled performance opportunities, Shir Harmony is a great way for your child to connect to Judaism through music. No experience necessary.

Zaban Paradies Center
How ZPC is doing more to support couples and families facing homelessness
This is a picture of a beautiful baby girl, born a week ago, napping with her father. This little one’s father and mother resided at ZPC for five months and are now in their own home. We celebrate this young family and are grateful to be a part of their journey. ZPC believes in the power of family, healthy support networks, and community as a part of helping people to transition out of homelessness. Our new mission, based on our 2023-2026 strategic plan is empowering couples, families, and individuals facing homelessness to achieve self-sufficiency. To support this mission, we provide the following:
• Couples Emergency Residential Services – free, short-term residential services for adult couples for up to 90 days (extensions are made on a case-by-case basis). The focus is on economic stability, permanent housing, health, and well-being referrals and maintenance, strengthening life skills, and family reunification (if needed). Case management, meals, laundry, clothing, and transportation assistance are also provided.
• Community-based Housing Services – short to long-term housing assistance for couples, families, and individuals facing homelessness. The focus is on economic stability, permanent housing, health, and well-being referrals and maintenance, strengthening life skills, and family reunification (if needed). Case management, meals, laundry, clothing, and transportation assistance are also provided.
• Day and Aftercare Services – light-touch case management, short-term financial assistance, and community-based supportive services referrals for past program participants. Couples and families unable to obtain shelter can receive meals, laundry and hygiene services, clothing, and light touch case management by appointment. Individuals previously served as part of a couple or family are also eligible for services.

Logo Design Contest
To help the community understand and engage in our new mission, we are rebranding. This rebranding includes a new logo. We invite you to be a part of our logo design contest. To learn more, please check out Facebook @Zaban Paradies Center.
We are excited to welcome you for the
HIGH HOLY DAYS 5784
with in-person and multi-access offerings as we begin the new year!

Be an Usher and Help Your Fellow Members
If you would like to be part of the Usher Team, in service to your fellow Temple members, please visit our website at www.the-temple.org/ushers for more information.

Tickets
Tickets will be mailed the week of August 21 to all members in good standing who have contributed at least ¾ of their annual commitment. Dependent children between the ages of 18 and 22 will also receive tickets. If you have out of town immediate family, please fill out the Visitor Ticket Request form on our website at www.the-temple.org/tickets. The form also includes instructions on the Union for Reform Judaism courtesy reciprocal seating system.

Moved?
We want to make sure we send your tickets to the right address. Visit www.the-temple.org/member to sign into your account and check your information.

Babysitting is Available
We have babysitting available during some our services for a fee. To learn more and register, please visit www.the-temple.org/babysitting.

All Babies Born in 5783
We would like to celebrate the birth of any new life during our Rosh Hashanah Service. If you or anyone in your family has welcomed a baby since last Rosh Hashanah, please email Lisa Ellinger at lellinger@the-temple.org.

The Temple’s Memorial Book
This year, the Memorial Book will be in online and printed formats. We request minimum contributions of $36 for the first listing and $10 for each additional name, or any amount your heart should prompt.
Visit www.the-temple.org/memorialbook to complete the Memorial Book form and pay online by Friday, August 11, 2023.
If you have questions, please contact Rita Zadoff at rzadoff@the-temple.org or call 404-873-1731.

Keep an eye on your mailbox. HHD Mailer coming soon!
For up-to-date information, worship schedule, and to register, please visit www.the-temple.org/high-holy-days.
RABBIS’ DISCRETIONARY FUND

In Memory of:

Janice Kohl Baylinson
Anonymous
David Baylinson & family and
Linda & Bert Levy & family
Judith M. Cope
Joel F. Dubina
Rabbi David & Toby Horowitz

Herbert Blondheim
Sandra & Gary Silver

Marshall Bloom
Brenda Raymon

Alan Bronfman
Matt Bronfman & Ronit Walker

Rita Edlin
Joan & Donald Brown
Billie Guthman
Lila & Doug Hertz
Mr. William Weiller

Avery Fierman
Anne & Stuart Fierman

Judy Romm Frankel
Shelly & Joseph Forer

Janice M. Ghertner
Andrew & Karen Ghertner

Darlyne Gilmartin
Karen & Tom White

Marc Hamburger
Diane H. Hamburger
Shirley Wender

Barry Hyman
Ellen Hyman

Jules Kerness
Phyllis & Elloit Arnowitz
Judys & Bruce Berg
Lucille & Roger Berg
Arlette & Doug Berlin
Joan & Donald Brown
Carol & Lawrence Cooper
Janice & Michael Danzig
Bea Feiman
Lynne & Howard Halpern
Lila & Doug Hertz
Ellen & Jack Holland
Dr. Douglas & Donna Kallman
Amy & Louis Lettes
Michael A. & Andrea E. Leven
Barbara & Bertram Levy
Elizabeth & Henry Lorber
Alonzo A. & Deborah Neese
Peggy Newfield
Dianne Ratowsky
Annette & Jack Rau
Patricia & Douglas Reid
Gail Ripans & Family

Joyce & Jay Schwartz
Joyce & Henry Schwob
Susan Shapiro
Rabbi David Spinrad
Rabbi & Mrs. Alvin Sugarman
Janet Lavine & Rick Williams
Roslyn Winston
Leona Young

Martin Kleinman
Joan & Don Brown
Cheryl & Herb Orlansky
Merrill & Mike Stern

Sandford Leavitt
Marilyn & Bob Crow

Joseph Lerner
Carol & Morley Cohen
Natalie & Marvin Harris
Lila & Doug Hertz
Debbie & Lon Neese, Jr.
Abby & Dan Rosenberg
Virginia & Milton Saul
Richard Wolf & Karen Sibulkin

Bertram Lippman
Marty & Abbie Margolies

Belle Berman Manheim
Jo Ann Rau

Lillian Melnick
Ron Koenig

Jack Neilingen
Harriet N. Wilner

Bob Nemo
Linda & Gene Davidson
Billie Guthman
Lila & Doug Hertz
Carol Nemo
Cheryl & Lawrence Rafshoon
Brenda Raymon
Virginia & Milton Saul
Loretta & Hymam Shapiro
Sandra & Gary Silver

Helen Regenstein
Janet Selig & Jeffery Bernstein

Sylvia Schuman
Mindly Telmer

Leonard Segal
Sheila Segal

Dr. Joseph Shapiro
Susan Shapiro

Walter Weinberg
Emilie Posner Haas
Richard Levine & Daniela Londono

Harlen Wiss
Ellen Frauenthal

Jacqueline Wolf
Sandra Cohen
Margo & Shiel Edlin
Billie Guthman

Lila & Doug Hertz
Billie Guthman
Virginia & Milton Saul
Brenda Raymon
Anita Romm
Anita & Mark Rottner

Ira Zipper
Barbara Lipp

In Honor of:

Baby Naming Karine Harran
Roee & Kelli Harran

Baby Naming Harlow Long
Leigh & Matthew Long

Bar Mitzvah of Beau Pomerantz
Margo & Shiel Edlin

Bat Mitzvah of Sabine Schwartz
Michael Schwartz & Jennifer Yoffy

Brettne Bloom and all the
2023 B’nei Mitzvahs
Mark & Meredith Shaughnessy

Matan Berg’s Graduation
Lisa Kepler
Anita Romm

Rabbi Berg
Juliet Asher & Michael Golden
Lynn M Halpern
Diane H. Hamburger
Stacy & Ed Hyken
Ellen & Barry Hyman
Paul & Janet Kirschbaum
Faith & Howard Levy
One America Movement
Michael Schwartz & Jennifer Yoffy
Beth Taratoot & Mary Smith
Sam & Malissa Touchstone
Walter Weinberg

Rabbi Berg’s AJC Distinguished
Advocate Award
Eliot & Phyllis Arnowitz
Jeffrey & Sandi Berg
Terri Cohen
Jason & Maggie Isenberg
Steve & Nancy Gallant
Juliet Asher & Michael Gordon
Mrs. Penny Berk
Kathe & Morris Brown
Dr. Lawrence & Carol Cooper
Jean Simons Hyman
The Millman Family
Patty & Doug Reid
Anita Romm

The Selig Foundation
Mrs. Nancy G. Hirsch
Linda & Steve Selig
Cathy Selig & Steve Kuranoff
Marilyn Shubin
Marla Shoff
Doug & Jill Slavin

In Honor of:

Nancy K. Wernikoff &
Laura S. Solkowitz
The Wulf Family

Rabbi Berg’s Birthday
Carol Nemo

Harrison Goncher and the Class
of 2023 Confirmation Class
Bryne & Marc Goncher

Mark Jacobson’s Retirement
Penny Berk
Joan & Don Brown
Anita Romm
Janet Selig & Jeffrey Bernstein

Cantor Hartman
Roee & Kelli Harran

Rabbi Lapidus
Anonymous
Dr. Lawrence & Carol Cooper
Bryne & Marc Goncher
Roee & Kelli Harran
Diane H. Hamburger
Leigh & Matthew Long
Karen & Thomas White

Rabbi Medwin
Jill Greenstein Cohen
Andrew & Alisa Lewis
Eric Gordon &
Ellen Wiskind Schwartz

Dianne Ratowsky’s Retirement
Anonymous
Deidre Abrams
Barbara & Ronald Balser
Penny Berk
Joan & Don Brown
Marilyn Gross
Billie Guthman
Robert H. & Maria Kutz
Barbara & Ron Lipp
Carol Nemo
Anita Romm
Janet Selig & Jeffrey Bernstein
Joyce & Henry Schwob
Marcy & James Solmson
Merrill & Michael Stern

Penny Sauder’s Birthday
Loretta & Hymam Shapiro

Rabbi Sugarman
Dr. Lawrence & Carol Cooper
Ellen & Jack Holland
Sandra & Gary Silver

Rabbi Sugarman’s
85th Birthday
Nancy & Wayne Freedman
Carol Nemo

Wedding of Ansley Marks
& Joe Maenza
Ansley Marks & Joe Maenza
Beth & Jett Marks

CONTRIBUTIONS
Wedding of Sarah Kirschbaum & Nick Robertson
Paul & Janet Kirschbaum

CANTOR TRACEY SCHER DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Memory of:
Barry Hyman
Ellen Hyman
Lena & Maurice Hockstein
Marilyn Shubin

Donations:
Gregory Garcia

CANTOR DEBORAH HARTMAN DISCRETIONARY FUND
In Memory of:
Janice Baylinson
Linda & Bertram Levy
Alan Bayer
The Rothstein Family

In Honor of:
Baby Naming of our daughter,
Karine Harran
Kelli & Roy Harran
Cantor Deborah Hartman's Retirement
Carol & Larry Cooper

CANTOR DEBORAH HARTMAN MUSICIAN IN RESIDENCE FUND
In Memory of:
Lily Wice
The Rothstein Family
Robert (Bob) Nemo
Roz Winston

ADULT EDUCATION FUND
In Memory of:
Marc Hamburger
Kim & Ken Hockstein
Joe Lerner, Jr.
Joan Rosenbluth
Milton Wiskind
Anne & Bob Wiskind
Benjamin Hyman
Marc & Randy Hyman Shapiro

In Honor of:
Bat Mitzvah of our Granddaughter,
Ellyson Dorothy Murphy
Susanne & Dan Crane
Bat Mitzvah of Jenna Angst
The Sladkus Family

ARThUR SCHARFF MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Barry Noel Hyman
Juli & Billy Bauman
Jacquelyn Wolf
Juli & Billy Bauman

BArBARA W. & BERTRAM L. LEVY FAMILY GARDEN FUND
In Memory of:
Joe Lerner, Jr.
Barbara & Bertram Levy

BREMAN EDUCATION CENTER FUND
In Memory of:
Adele H. Davis
Dulcy & Jerry Rosenberg
Robert (Bob) Nemo
S. Jarvin Levison
Marilyn Shubin
Marjorie Holland
Jill Shapiro Thornton
Peggy Newfield
Loretta & Hyman Shapiro
Gail Ripans & Family
Ruth & Larry Menter
Major General & Mrs. David R. Bockel
Jo-Ann Casuto
Emilie Posner Haas
Marcy & Jim Solmon
Dianne Ratowsky
Nancy Hirsch
Judith Lipshutz & Ted Duncan
Linda & Steve Selig
Cathy & Steve Kuranoff
Joan Goldman

Merle Turbov Levine
Major General & Mrs. David R. Bockel

Elaine Potlock
Sandra Craine

Jules Kerness
Annette & Jack Rau
Dulcy & Jerry Rosenberg
Carol Nemo

Lewis Belkin
The Belkin Family

In Honor of:
Rabbi Peter Berg's 25 years in the Rabbinate
Stacy & Ed Hyken
Rabbi Steven Rau's 25 years in the Rabbinate
Stacy & Ed Hyken

Rabbi Rau receiving a Honorary Doctorate Degree
Barbara Seligman
Confirmation of our son, Gavin Michael Sender
Jennifer & Eric Sender
Confirmation Class 2023 and their amazing Teachers
Meredith & Craig Bass
Graduation of Maddie Swartz from Pace Academy
Jean Millner & Steven Brown
Dianne Ratowsky's Retirement
Annette & Jack Rau
Carol Nemo

BROCKEY ROTHSCILD MEMORIAL INSTITUTE FUND
In Memory of:
Rita Dressler
Rabbi & Mrs. Alvin Sugarman

CARING COMMITTEE FUND
In Honor of:
Mark Jacobson's Retirement
Marc & Randy Hyman Shapiro

COMMUNITY SERVICE FUND
In Memory of:
Helen Regenstein
Virginia Hein
Janice Baylinson
Dianne Ratowsky
Mark Kelmachter
The Kelmachter Family
Martin Kleinman
Lynne Raphael
Linda, Michael, Sarah & Ben Diamond

In Honor of:
Confirmation of Phoebe Luscher
Barbara & Scott Halperin

DEBBIE FINESTONE GARDEN BEAUTIFICATION FUND
In Honor of:
Sharon Taffel Silvermintz's big Birthday
Susan Bernstein

DR. MELVIN & BARBARA ABEND 50TH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
In Memory of:
Robert (Bob) Nemo
Emily, Louis & Ethan Piassick

Mel Abend
Barbara Abend

ESTELLE & ARTHUR LIGHT MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Estelle Light
Wendy & Steve Light

ESTHER BLEICH SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Memory of:
Janice Baylinson
Dianne Ratowsky
Martin Kleinman
Dianne Ratowsky
Rita Dressler
Dianne Ratowsky
Jules Kerness
Dianne Ratowsky
Joe Lerner, Jr.
Marilyn Shubin
Abram Jerome Wice
Joyce Wice
Lily Wice
Joyce Wice
Hyman Berger
Linda & Joshua Brenner
Sarah Brener
Linda & Joshua Brenner

In Honor of:
Dianne Ratowsky's Retirement
Dr. Steven & Nancy Gallant
Joyce & Henry Schwob
Jackie & Tony Montag
Virginia Hein
Billie Guthman
Barbara Abend
Joel Lobel
Sally & J. Sam Coolik
Barbara Seligman
Fayne Frankel
Harriet & Paul Weinberg
Judith Lipshutz's Birthday
Marsha Shoff
Joan Solomon
Sara & Howard Silvermintz
Sherry Frank
Bea Feiman
Carol & Larry Cooper
Roz Winston
Harriet & Paul Weinberg

Ronnie van Gelder's Birthday
Marilyn Shubin
Rabbi Alvin
Sugarman's Birthday
Barbara Abend
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HENRY R. BAUER, SR. FUND
In Memory of:
Darlyne Schoenberg (Fagin) Gilmartin
Deborah & Tom Bauer

HOLLAND YOUTH LIBRARY FUND
In Memory of:
J. Morton Nathan
Ellen & Jack Holland
Robert (Bob) Nemo
Ellen & Jack Holland
Philip S. Viener
Helene Viener Schuck

HORIZONS SCHOOL (2023-2024)
In Honor of:
Stacey Berg’s dedication to Public Education
Anonymous
Julie & Jeffrey Winner
Jenny Reiner & Stacey Berg
Marla & Ryan Johnson
Meredith & Craig Bass

Donations:
Leigh & Matthew Long

HUNGER WALK 2023
In Honor of:
The Sladkus Family
Jeffrey & Laura Sladkus

JACKIE & TONY MONTAG 50TH ANNIVERSARY FUND
In Memory of:
Janice Baylinson
Stacey Sapp
Polly Williams
Robert (Bob) Nemo
Jackie & Tony Montag

J. M. ROTHSCHILD SOCIAL JUSTICE INSTITUTE FUND
In Memory of:
Janice Baylinson
Sue & Larry Ellison
Lynn Mendelbaum
Robert (Bob) Nemo
Judy Bozarth
Darlyne Schoenberg (Fagin) Gilmartin
Roz Winston
Jules Kerness
Roz Winston
Rita Dressler
Rabbi & Mrs. Alvin Sugarman
Jakob Tiessen
Susan Carney & Bob Wenger

In Honor of:
Dianne Ratowsky’s Retirement
Carole Kirschner

LENORE E. & BURTON M. GOLD MEMORIAL FUND
In Memory of:
Jacquelyn (Jackie) Wolf
Judith & Mark Taylor
Lauren & Jim Grien
Robert (Bob) Nemo
Lauren & Jim Grien
Harlan Wiss
Lauren & Jim Grien
A. Harris Goldwasser
Barbara Friedland Gold

LIPMAN FAMILY FUND
In Memory of:
Bernard Lipman
Linda & Bradford Lipman

LOWENSTEIN YOUTH SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In Memory of:
Irwin Lowenstein
Sherry & Michael Thum
Rick Lacher
Joan Goldman
Faye Werbin Wise
Dick Wise
Marc Hamburger
Marc & Randi Hyman Shapiro
David Wyant
Joel Lowenstein & The Lowenstein Family

In Honor of:
Rabbi Berg receiving an Honorary Doctorate Degree
Barbara Seligman
Dianne Ratowsky’s Retirement
Jen & Stan Lowenstein

Brettnie Bloom’s Bat Mitzvah
The Berman Family
Bobbie & Larry Crane’s 30th Wedding Anniversary
Roz Winston
Anita & Bruce McDonald’s 55th Wedding Anniversary
Roz Winston

JUDITH L. KIRSCHNER FUND
In Memory of:
Robert (Bob) Nemo
Carole Kirschner
Jacqueline (Jackie) Wolf
Carole Kirschner

Lynne & Howard Halpern Endowment Fund
In Memory of:
Michael Clayman
The Temple Board of Trustees
Dr. Barry Noel Hyman
The Temple Board of Trustees
Liz Levine
Janice Baylinson
Jennifer & Leo Rose III
Liz Levine
Jan Weil
Sara Hene
John F. Boyer
Sherry & Jerry Perchik
Donna Frescatore
Helen Regenstein
Mark Lichtenstein
Shelley & Jack Miller
Darlyne Schoenberg (Fagin) Gilmartin, mother of Karen White
The Temple Board of Trustees
Jacqueline (Jackie) Wolf
The Temple Board of Trustees
Liz Levine
Harlan Wiss
The Temple Board of Trustees
Patty & Doug Reid
Harold Steinberg
Cynthia & Howard Steinberg
Hadassah Wang
The Temple Board of Trustees
Jason Robinson
The Temple Board of Trustees
Jean Diamond
Ellen & Eric Schwartz
Marc Hamburger
Liz Levine
Judy & Marty Kogon
Eric Sommers
Le Hoa Thi Sommers
Robert (Bob) Nemo
Temple Board of Trustees
Liz Levine
Judith Lipshutz & Ted Duncan
Elice Haverty
Robert Zweig
The Temple Board of Trustees
Esther Zells
The Temple Board of Trustees

Support The Temple when you shop!

Kroger Community Rewards
It’s easy and it doesn’t impact your savings!
To enroll, visit kroger.com with your Kroger Plus card handy. Create an account or sign in to your existing account, then enroll by searching our NPO number: ST889. To verify you are enrolled correctly, The Temple’s name, “The Temple: THE HEBREW Benevolent Congregation,” will appear on the right side of the page. Enrollment takes up to 7 days before you start earning towards The Temple community rewards.

iGive.com Rewards Program
Enroll at www.iGive.com/the-temple, then shop online as you normally would—no added steps. Over 1,900 Online Stores—including all your favorites!
In Memory of:

Jules Kerness
Jill & Doug Slavin

In Honor of:

Howard Frushtick’s 90th Birthday
Rhea & Norman Logun
The Lauberstein Family—Cindy, Stu, Lindsay & Kyle
Suzanne & Robert Shafer
Gina Shafer

MARVIN Z. BOTNICK MEMORIAL FUND

In Memory of:

Lyons B. Joel
Susan & Michael Tancill
Joe Lerner, Jr.
Susan & Michael Tancill

MARION & BERT SOBELSON FAMILY FUND

Donations:

Lindsey & Greg Swartzberg
Donald King & Eytelene King
David I. Grover
Twylla Rouse

MAC FUND

In Memory of:

Jules Kerness
Jill & Doug Slavin

In Honor of:

Howard Frushtick’s 90th Birthday
Rhea & Norman Logun
The Lauberstein Family—Cindy, Stu, Lindsay & Kyle
Suzanne & Robert Shafer
Gina Shafer

Jules Kerness, father of Karen Kerness
Janet Lavine & Rick Williams
Rabbi & Mrs. Alvin Sugarman
Leona Young
Ellen & Eric Schwartz
Barbara & Hank Kimmel
Donna & Doug Kallman

Joseph Lerner, Jr.
The Temple Board of Trustees
Patty & Doug Reid
Elice Haverty
Mary Janet Harden
Melanie Baker
Dr. Donald McInty
Sam Miller

Walter Weinberg
The Temple Board of Trustees
Eleanor Wolf
Suzi Smolinsky
Sara Socci & Families
Nancy Isenberg

Joyce Persily
Seth Persily & McCree O’Kelley

Paul Samuel “Sam” Greene, Jr.
The Temple Board of Trustees

Rita Edlin
The Temple Board of Trustees

Alan Protzel
The Temple Board of Trustees

In Honor of:

Dianne Ratowsky
Paula & Roy Swartzberg

PIKE FAMILY ORGAN FUND

In Memory of:

Jackie Wolf
Toby Holzer

Nancy & Harold Abrams
Shari & Gary Marx

In Honor of:

Dianne Ratowsky’s Retirement
Toby Holzer & Larry Pike

PRAYERBOOK & WORSHIP ENRICHMENT

In Memory of:

Carol Haber
Jack Rosing
Martin Kleinman
Ellen & Marshall Azrael

SENIOR TRANSPORTATION FUND

In Memory of:

Ruth Eichold
Jackie & Tony Montag
Rouhallah Nahai
Shahnaz & Foad Nahai

Mozaffar Mossanen
Shahnaz & Foad Nahai

SONIA’S PLAYGROUND FUND

In Memory of:

Grace Katz
Ruth Shacter
William B. Schwartz, Jr.
Joyce & Jay Schwartz

TEMPLE SINGERS FUND

In Memory of:

Jules Kerness
Paula Krone

WEINBERG EARLY LEARNING CENTER FUND

In Memory of:

Janice Baylinson
Denny Marcus & Andre Schnabl
Herschel Siegel
Rabbi Steven & Julie Rau
Karen, Ian, Owen & Lila Kaye
Stacy, Blake & Drew Cohen
Jennifer & Eric Sender
The Scala Family
Nat & Adrienne Strohl
Robert (Bob) Nemo
Marc & Randy Hyman Shapiro
Elaine Potlock
Fran M. Putney
Jules Kerness
Gail Ripans & Family

In Honor of:

Archer (Archie) Miles Reich
Marc & Randy Hyman Shapiro
Dianne Ratowsky’s Retirement
Denny Marcus & Andre Schnabl

WILLIAM FRANKEL MEMORIAL FUND

In Honor of:

Dianne Ratowsky’s Retirement
Toby Holzer & Larry Pike

ZABAN PARADIES CENTER

In Memory of:

Joseph Lerner
Gail Ripans
David & Julie Borenstein
George Herry, Jr.
Gail Ripans
Robert Nemo
Hank & Reva Ezell

The Yahrzeit of Eva Burns
Robert & Joan Dokson

The Yahrzeits of
Wayne B. Wolf & Belle Berman Manheim
Jo Ann Rau

The Yahrzeit of
Ann Freeman Shavin
Joel & Brenda Shavin

The Yahrzeit of
Eddy the Lazarus
Gail Tescher

The Yahrzeit of
Lawrence Smilan
Gail Tescher

In Honor of:

The Birthday of
Rabbi Alvin Sugarman
Marilyn Shubin

The Retirement of
Dianne Ratowsky
Bob & Marilyn Crow
Edward & Beth Sugarman

Joshua Whitehead’s Eagle Scout Project
Elaine Isabelle Whitehead
Howard & Faith Levy

The Birthday of Greg Paradies
Joel & Charlotte Marks

The Bat Mitzvah of Elisa Lopez
Sanford & Deborah Hartman

Adrienne Hamilton-Butler
Marc Heilweil

The Wedding of
Nathaniel Rubin & Robin Perlis
George & Helen Steinheimer

The Speedy Recovery of
Kenneth J. Miller
Kristin & Stuart Segerman

Donations:

The Zaban Foundation
The John & Mary Franklin Foundation
Matthew & Natalie Bernstein
The Rafshoon Family Fund
Douglas J. Hertz Family Foundation, Inc.
ExecuSource, LLC
Jackie Garson Howard
Joel Lobel & Debbie Ognibene
Robert Shulman
Cathy Stone
Joanna Genser
Joshua Whitehead
Robin Dretler & Alice Michaelson
Lorie Flacker
Harriet Brodsky
George & Natalie Greene
Paul Butler

Donations:

The Zaban Foundation
The John & Mary Franklin Foundation
Matthew & Natalie Bernstein
The Rafshoon Family Fund
Douglas J. Hertz Family Foundation, Inc.
ExecuSource, LLC
Jackie Garson Howard
Joel Lobel & Debbie Ognibene
Robert Shulman
Cathy Stone
Joanna Genser
Joshua Whitehead
Robin Dretler & Alice Michaelson
Lorie Flacker
Harriet Brodsky
George & Natalie Greene
Paul Butler

In Memory of:

The Zaban Foundation
The John & Mary Franklin Foundation
Matthew & Natalie Bernstein
The Rafshoon Family Fund
Douglas J. Hertz Family Foundation, Inc.
ExecuSource, LLC
Jackie Garson Howard
Joel Lobel & Debbie Ognibene
Robert Shulman
Cathy Stone
Joanna Genser
Joshua Whitehead
Robin Dretler & Alice Michaelson
Lorie Flacker
Harriet Brodsky
George & Natalie Greene
Paul Butler

In Honor of:

The Birthday of
Rabbi Alvin Sugarman
Marilyn Shubin

The Retirement of
Dianne Ratowsky
Bob & Marilyn Crow
Edward & Beth Sugarman

Joshua Whitehead’s Eagle Scout Project
Elaine Isabelle Whitehead
Howard & Faith Levy

The Birthday of Greg Paradies
Joel & Charlotte Marks

The Bat Mitzvah of Elisa Lopez
Sanford & Deborah Hartman

Adrienne Hamilton-Butler
Marc Heilweil

The Wedding of
Nathaniel Rubin & Robin Perlis
George & Helen Steinheimer

The Speedy Recovery of
Kenneth J. Miller
Kristin & Stuart Segerman

Donations:
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The John & Mary Franklin Foundation
Matthew & Natalie Bernstein
The Rafshoon Family Fund
Douglas J. Hertz Family Foundation, Inc.
ExecuSource, LLC
Jackie Garson Howard
Joel Lobel & Debbie Ognibene
Robert Shulman
Cathy Stone
Joanna Genser
Joshua Whitehead
Robin Dretler & Alice Michaelson
Lorie Flacker
Harriet Brodsky
George & Natalie Greene
Paul Butler
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George & Natalie Greene
Paul Butler
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Elaine Isabelle Whitehead
Howard & Faith Levy

The Birthday of Greg Paradies
Joel & Charlotte Marks
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Adrienne Hamilton-Butler
Marc Heilweil

The Wedding of
Nathaniel Rubin & Robin Perlis
George & Helen Steinheimer

The Speedy Recovery of
Kenneth J. Miller
Kristin & Stuart Segerman

Donations:

The Zaban Foundation
The John & Mary Franklin Foundation
Matthew & Natalie Bernstein
The Rafshoon Family Fund
Douglas J. Hertz Family Foundation, Inc.
ExecuSource, LLC
Jackie Garson Howard
Joel Lobel & Debbie Ognibene
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Harriet Brodsky
George & Natalie Greene
Paul Butler
SOUL PURPOSE
Finding joy and meaning in life.
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at THE TEMPLE